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The TEST mtcrotnstruotion ollows ony bit of certoin registers to be tested. In any named Field obovg, only one bit moy be non-zero or on error occurs. In fact, the system is also running on an IBM PC, and the effort needed to make the conversion was minimal.
The emulator reads commands from the user's terminal, but allows the entry of microcode and machine code from userspecified files.
All commands are single word names, possibly followed by parameters which can be either numeric or text. As well, some commands apply to microcode only, some to machine code only, and some to both.
In cases where a command may apply to both micro and machine code, the micro command name will be the same as the machine code version, except it will have the letter 'u' prepended to it.
For example, the dual purpose command 'dump' is used to dump a set of memory locations. Hence, the command 'udump' is used to dump a set of control store locations. There is always a condition involved, which is expressed as the equality of a bit constant (I or 0) with a specified bit in a particular register. If the two are equal, then the branch will be made; otherwise, the next instruction in the control store will be executed.
The general syntax is if <bit expression> then goto <microaddress> ;;
The keywords 'then' and 'goto' are always optional, and either, both, or neither may be present. In any place where a comma (,) is seen, the key word 'of' may be used. All equal signs (=) may be replaced by the key word 'is'. All parentheses may be omitted, and extra ones are ignored.
All of the following bit expressions test bit number 14 of the instruction register to see if it is set (=I) : bit (14, IR) = I bit (14, IR) bit 14 of IR is I bit 14, IR is I bit 14 of IR bit ( (14)of (IR)) 
